Study of contrast sensitivity of the human eye shows that we are more sensitive to brightness differences at low intensity levels than at high intensity levels. We apply this fact effectively to achieve brightness seamlessness in multi-projector displays. 
Introduction
Contrast sensitivity defines the amount of minimum contrast required for human detection of a spatially varying brightness pattern and shows that the humans are more sensitive to brightness differences at low intensity than at high intensity [17] . In this paper, we use this perceptual phenomenon to achieve brightness seamlessness of large high-resolution displays made by tiling multiple commodity display devices like LCD panels or projectors in a rectangular array. Such multi-displays offer an inexpensive way to display highresolution life-size images essential for large scale visualization and virtual reality applications. LCD panels cannot provide a physically seamless display due to the presence of visibly thick mullions between adjacent LCD panels. Projectors, on the other hand, can display in a space disassociated from the physical device and hence, can be tiled in a physically seamless fashion, making them a popular choice for multi-displays.
In building multi-projector displays there exists several issues such as driving architecture and data distribution [15, 7, 8] , but the most important issues to be addressed to make them look like a single display are geometric misalignment and color variation. Several algorithms achieve geometrically undistorted and aligned displays [14, 19, 6, 4] . But color variation is still a significant problem. The spatial color variation in a multi-projector display can be severe ( Figure 1 ). The most salient factors responsible for this are commodity optics of projectors causing a center-to-fringe fall-off in brightness (commonly called the hot-spot effect) pronounced by distance attenuation of light and non-Lambertian screens, variation in age of bulbs and properties of filters across different projectors causing difference in color across the projectors, and partial overlaps across different projectors causing higher brightness overlap regions. Color is defined by one dimensional brightness and two dimensional chrominance (defining hue and saturation). Most current multi-displays made of projectors of the same model show large spatial variation in brightness while the chrominance is almost constant [11] . Also, humans are an order of magnitude more sensitive to brightness variation than to chrominance variation [5, 17] . Thus, spatial brightness variation significantly more than the chrominance variation.
Initial methods of color compensation used blending or feathering techniques to smooth the brightness transition across the overlaps using either software [14] , or physical masks mounted at the projector boundaries [9] , or optical masks inserted in the light path of the projectors [3] . [12] replaced the different bulbs of the projectors by a single common bulb from which the light was distributed to the different projection devices via optical fibres to remove the color variation introduced by varying bulb ages across different projectors. However, these methods did not measure the color variation and assumed linear gamma for projectors. Hence, they resulted in softening of the seams in the overlapping region, rather then removing them ( Figure 2 ). The next generation methods assumed no color variation within a projector and used low resolution sensors like a photometer or a spectroradiometer to estimate the color response at one spatial location per projector and then apply a gamut/brightness matching across different projectors [16, 2, 10, 18] .
More recently, [11] used a commodity digital camera to capture the spatial brightness variation of a multiprojector display accurately, both across and within the projectors. This variation was then removed by matching the brightness response of every pixel of the display with the pixel with most limited contrast and brightness. This lead to severe degradation in the display quality ( Figure 9 ).
The nature of human contrast sensitivity shows higher sensitivity to brightness differences at low intensity levels than at high intensity levels. Using this fact, we show that instead of achieving an uniform brightness response at every pixel of the display, we can allow the brightness to vary across the display in a smooth manner such that it stays within the sensitivity levels of the human eye and thus is not perceptible. We pose this as an optimization problem where the contrast of the display is maximized while varying the brightness in a constrained fashion, leading to a display that 'looks' seamless, and at the same time, maintains high contrast (Figure 9 and 8 ). This brightness smoothing is the primary contribution of this paper.
In Section 2, we discuss the use of human contrast sensitivity function in designing our method. Next, we describe our algorithm in details in Section 3 and conclude with future work in Section 4.
Human Sensitivity to Contrast
In this section, we derive an equation to describe the sensitivity of the human eye to brightness differences at different intensities. The basics of perceptual phenomenon and results that we use here for that purpose, including the figures, are borrowed from [17] . 
Right: Absolute modularion sensitivity as a function of brightness level. Here the data from the plot in the left have been replotted to show sensitivity to absolute brightness differences than to contrast (a relative measure). (courtsey [Valois and Valois 1990])
The contrast of a waveform spatially varying in brightness in a sinusoidal fashion is defined as the ratio of its amplitude and mean. Contrast threshold function defines the minimum contrast required to detect such a sinusoidal waveform of a particular mean and spatial frequency. Contrast sensitivity function (CSF) is a reciprocal of the contrast threshold function (Figure 3 ). Note that contrast is a relative measure. For example, an observer with constant contrast threshold of 50% can only detect a peak-to-trough brightness of 1000 cd/m 2 at mean brightness of 1000 cd/m 2 , but a difference as small as 1 cd/m 2 at the low intensity level of 1 cd/m 2 . Thus, the observer is 1000 times more sensitive to brightness differences at low intensity levels than at high intensity levels. To illustrate this, the threshold CSF plotted against absolute brightness differences ( Figure 3 ) shows that at very high spatial frequencies, sensitivity to absolute brightness differences roughly converge to the same curve, but for most of the frequency spectrum, the sensitivity to absolute brightness differences increases as intensity decreases. This can also be described by the Weber Law. From this fact we derive a simple equation that says that for a spatially varying brightness field L(x, y), if the absolute luminance difference at any point (given by the derivative of the brightness at that point in the direction x) is within a fraction λ of the original brightness, i.e.,
it can go undetected by the human eye. The fraction λ is guided by the Weber Law. Thus, as the intensity reduces, the absolute brightness difference also reduces indicating higher sensitivity and vice versa, as predicted by the CSF.
Algorithm
We pose the problem of achieving brightness seamlessness in multi-displays as an optimization problem. We seek to maximize a scalar optimization function capturing the contrast of the display subject to the constraint of Equation 1.
Gray Multi-Display
Let us first consider a single gray projector. The brightness B(x, y, i) at a pixel (x, y) for an input i,
where g(i) is non-linear gamma function and H(x, y) is the maximum brightness that can be projected at pixel (x, y) (H standing for 'highest'). Equation 2 assumes that g does not vary spatially within a projector [11] and the brightness projected for black, i.e. i = 0.0, is zero (no light is projected for the black input). But, projectors project some light even with input i = 0.0 (commonly called the black offset) [10, 16, 11] . So, we remove these assumptions by modifying Equation 2 as follows,
where L(x, y) is the minimum brightness projected at pixel (x, y) (L standing for 'lowest'). Also note that, if g is a monotonic function, then H(x, y) = B(x, y, 1) and L(x, y) = B(x, y, 0). But, the gamma function for projectors are often non-monotonic [10, 16, 11] . Hence, the maximum and minimum brightness response may not occur for input 1.0 and 0.0 respectively ( Figure 4 ). Next, we consider a multi-display where one or more projectors can project at a pixel (x, y). Let j projectors contribute at pixel (x, y). The brightness response B D (x, y, i) at any pixel (x, y) of the multi-display D is the sum of the brightness response of all the projectors contributing to that pixel. Formally, it is written as
Brightness Uniformity
[11] presents a method to achieve uniform brightness response at every pixel (x, y) of a multi-display. In this method, a digital camera is used measure the parameters g, H and L for every projector. This requires geometric calibration information using any existing method [14, 19, 6, 4] . Next, the brightness response at every pixel is matched to achieve uniform brightness throughout the display. In this subsection, we present a formal analysis of this method using the parameters of Equation 4 devised in this paper.
First
BD(x, y, i) = G(i).(HD(x, y) − LD(x, y)) + LD(x, y) (5)
where LD(x, y) (6) Thus, the brightness response at every pixel is matched to the 'worst' pixel with the most limited contrast giving the modified brightness response
The H D and H D thus generated for a four projector display is illustrated in Figure 5 . However, matching the contrast of all pixels to the pixel with the most limited contrast leads to severe compression in display contrast (Figure 9 ).
Brightness Smoothing
To address this contrast compression, instead of spatially uniform H D (L D ), we allow a constraint smooth variation in them that is imperceptible to the human 
Perceptible Variation Constraint
|H D (x, y) − H D (x , y )| |x − x | 2 + |y − y | 2 ≤ λH D (x, y), ∀x, y, x , y .(8)
Contrast Maximizing Objective Function:
Of all the H D generated by the above two constraints we maximize the contrast by maximizing the integration of H D ,
, where X and Y denote the height and width of the multidisplay in number of pixels.
We have designed a fast and efficient dynamic programming method to solve this optimization in linear time with respect to the number of pixels in the display i.e. O(XY ). The time taken to compute this solution on Intel Pentium III 2.4GHz processor for displays with 9 million pixels is less than one second. Figure 5 shows the result of smoothing H D of a four projector display with different values of λ. Note that the special case of λ = 0 corresponds to brightness uniformity. The pseudocode for the algorithm is as follows. Smoothing to achieve the perception of uniformity has been used effectively in the image processing domain in the past. However, popular gradient or curvature based linear smoothing filter used for such purposes smooth the hills and fill the valleys. However, our constraints require the hills to be smoothed without filling the valleys so that the modified brightness response is within brightness range of the projectors. Hence, smoothing for this particular application was formalized as an optimization problem.
Achieving the Correction
In practice, the projector hardware does not provide us with controls to achieve the precise modification of H D , L D and g. So, we achieve these by modifying the input image to the projector, as in [11] . However, in this work, we derive this formally from Equation 5. To achieve the desired brightness response (Equation 7), we modify the input i in the actual brightness response (Equation 5) to i such that
where A(x, y) = y) are respectively called the alpha and offset map for the display. The alpha and offset map for each projector is generated by cutting off the appropriate region from the respective maps for the display using the geometric calibration information (Figure 6 ).
Choosing G to be a linear function does not approximate the response of the eye appropriately leading to washed out images [11] . Instead, we use G(i) = i 2 to approximate the logarithmic response of the human eye to varying brightness. Also, G −1 varies from projector to projector and is given by g −1 , i.e. the inverse of the gamma function of each projector. g for each projector is measured using high dynamic range imaging [13] and g −1 is represented by a look-up-table. Thus, the final correction is achieved by applying the following three steps to the input image of each projector. (1) Multiply the image by itself to apply the uniform gamma function, (2) multiply the resulting image by the projector alpha map and add the projector offset map, and (3) apply a inverse of the gamma function to the resultant image via a look up table. We use the pixel shaders of commodity graphics hardware to apply these in real-time. The scene is first rendered to texture and then the corrections are applied. Multi-texturing is used for applying the uniform gamma function and the alpha and offset maps, and the inverse gamma function is applied using dependent 2D texture look-ups.
Color Multi-Display
To extend this method to three channels, we must assure a spatially uniform white balance to avoid color blotches. The white balance at any pixel (x, y) depends on the proportion of the H D from each channel with respect to the other two. Spatially uniform white balance occurs if the shape of H D (given by normalized H D ) remains the same across the channels. We verified this empirically for single projectors with color blotches. While some of these correspond to spatial variation in chrominance properties, many occur in regions where the normalized H D across different channels deviate from each other. For multi-projector displays, empirically we found the maximum deviation to be less than 20%.
Independent application of the above method (Section 3.1) to each channel does not assure identical shape of H D . So, we apply the smoothing to the normalized H D of any one channel and then use the alpha map generated from this channel across all channels. This assures a spatially constant white balance even if the shape of H D is not identical across channels before brightness smoothing. However, this cannot fix the color blotches due to spatial chrominance variation.
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Figure 7. Online Per Projector Correction
Since L D and L D are independent of the number of channels, the offset map of the display generated in case of color displays is same as the gray display. To distribute this map to the three channels while correction, the offset map is divided by 3. The final real-time online correction is illustrated in Figure 7 and details of the implementation are available at [1] . 
Figure 8.

Results
We demonstrated our method successfully on three different display systems, made of 2 × 2 array of four projectors (1.5 ×2.5 ), 2×3 array of six projectors (3 ×4 ) and 3 × 5 array of fifteen projectors (8 × 10 ) ( Figure  8 and 9 ). Since our method assumes view-independent or Lambertian screens, our correction is accurate from the position of the camera used for capturing H D and L D . However, in practice our result looks seamless for a wide range of viewing angles and distances from the display. For our jenmar screen with gain of approximately 2.0, we see no artifacts for view direction of 20 − 90 degrees with the plane of the screen. For less than 20 degrees, the boundaries of the projectors are visible, but as smooth edges.
To derive the contrast parameter, λ, we consider the perpendicular distance of the user (camera) from the display d, resolution of the display in pixels per unit distance r and the brightness threshold per degree of visual angle for humans τ . From CSF, τ = 1% at peak sensitivity, 5 cycles/degree. A brightness variation of τ within the number of pixels subtended per cycle of the grating at peak sensitivity ( dπr 180×5 ) will go undetected by humans. Hence, λ = 900τ dπr . As the user moves farther away from the display λ goes up, i.e. the brightness needs to be smoother and hence will have lower contrast. This explains the perceptible variations in some of our results in Figure 8 , and 9. These being highly scaled down images of the large display, simulate a situation where d = ∞ and hence λ = ∞ is required to make these variations imperceptible in paper.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented a method that uses human contrast sensitivity function to achieve brightness seamlessness in multi-displays. In a periodic calibration phase, a digital camera is used to capture the brightness response of the display which is modified optimally to maximize the display contrast while minimizing noticeable brightness variations. An alpha and offset map for each projector generated from this modified response is then used to change the input images in real-time on commodity graphics hardware to correct for the brightness variation. The result is a highcontrast seamless multi-display.
However, our work is just the first step towards solving the more general problem of color seamlessness in multi-projector displays. We achieve the best possible results while considering only brightness assuming that all projectors have identical red, green and blue chromaticity (which is not true in practice). But, we envision devising a 5D optimization method that considers the gamut of each projector while smoothing the 5D color response (three parameters for color and two for spatial coordinates). Finally, self-calibrating systems that can correct themselves in real-time from arbitrary images projected on the display needs to be devised to instrument more common-place applications.
